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After being an active songwriter, bassist, guitarist and vocalist in several bands

to try out something radical: To create a Rock Opera on my 

(and playing all  instruments myself) all the way to mixing and mastering the project

could pull off something of this magnitude…

As it turned out it became a road littered with bumps and potholes, s

face at times only to pick up the pieces and boldly continue 

eventually finishing the whole thing.

Creatively and technically it is the accumulation of all my skills 

Sound designing mixing and mastering 

know-how, learned a lot of new things got to know some wonderful people along the way!

Band:   Koos Thönissen – Guitars, Synths, Basses & Fre

Didgeridoo, Skull Drums & Soundscapes. 

Guest musicians – Jeroen van de

on Consulting Serna. 

Vocals: Sascha Burchardt as Pandor, Emmelie van 

Serna, Cathy van der Valk as Ieeryah. Koos Thönissen as Nebucor, Krolok, Oomat & the Sage

Backing vocals by Emmelie van Deurzen, Anita Alberts & Koos Thönissen.

Special appearance by Huw Lloyd Jones as Teelon

Narration by Ian Jillings.  

 

Social 

YouTube - www.youtube.com/user/RockCompanyNL

YouTube - https://www.youtube.com/user/NOISWRX

 

Availability 

The album is available in digital formats through all major outlets. 

A CD version is available through 

(www.rockcompany.nl )  and various retailers. Distribution in EU by Rock Inc./Bertus.
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Koos J. Thönissen's Cryptic Nature 

Progressive Rock / Metal 

Pandor (2cd) 

27 October 2017 

http://crypticnature.nl 

noiswrx@gmail.com 

After being an active songwriter, bassist, guitarist and vocalist in several bands I thought it was time 

To create a Rock Opera on my own - from the writing and recording 

(and playing all  instruments myself) all the way to mixing and mastering the project

could pull off something of this magnitude… 

As it turned out it became a road littered with bumps and potholes, successes and

face at times only to pick up the pieces and boldly continue - learning from the mistakes I’ve made 

eventually finishing the whole thing.  

Creatively and technically it is the accumulation of all my skills – composing arranging performing 

Sound designing mixing and mastering – and it has been a journey during which I’ve improved on my 

how, learned a lot of new things got to know some wonderful people along the way!

Guitars, Synths, Basses & Fretless Bass, Mandolin, Percussion, Vibra Slap, 

Didgeridoo, Skull Drums & Soundscapes.  

Jeroen van den Biggelaar : Lead guitar on Certamen Ultimus, Ron van Rhee : Flutes 

Vocals: Sascha Burchardt as Pandor, Emmelie van Deurzen as Tayla, Jacqueline van Elsbergen as 

Serna, Cathy van der Valk as Ieeryah. Koos Thönissen as Nebucor, Krolok, Oomat & the Sage

Backing vocals by Emmelie van Deurzen, Anita Alberts & Koos Thönissen. 

ce by Huw Lloyd Jones as Teelon.  

www.youtube.com/user/RockCompanyNL 

https://www.youtube.com/user/NOISWRX  

album is available in digital formats through all major outlets.  

A CD version is available through CDBaby (www.cdbaby.com) and the bands label 

and various retailers. Distribution in EU by Rock Inc./Bertus.
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) and the bands label Rock Company 

and various retailers. Distribution in EU by Rock Inc./Bertus. 
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Cover art and Tracks: 

 

 

Contact us at info@rockcompany.nl

reviews, so we can link to it on our social networks and website.

Rock Company

Neerseweg 60

5988 DA Helden

The Netherlands

www.rockcompany.nl

***music for all moods***

 

Thanks and all the best! 

PS: find this and a high resolution cover at 
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CD1 

1. A Dragon’s Tale           

2.Regnum Draconis             

3.Aenoor                       

4.Glynyd                       

5.Gol Matoo / Meteor Impact     

6.Ael Hathor / Nebucor Captured   

7. Ieeryah / Pandor’s Hatching   

8.Pandor’s Adoption              

CD2 

  9.The Meeting                     

10.Tayla's Teachings     

11.The Prophecy / Tayla's Mission   

12.Consulting Serna    

13.Certamen Ultimus          

14.Salus Orbis     
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info@rockcompany.nl for more information or interviews. And please inform us about 

reviews, so we can link to it on our social networks and website. 

Rock Company 

Neerseweg 60 

5988 DA Helden 

The Netherlands 

www.rockcompany.nl 

***music for all moods*** 

PS: find this and a high resolution cover at https://rockcompany.nl/links/press/  
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